
Europe’s 
Largest 

Technology 
Marketplace  

This is Davos for 
geeks.

The biggest 
event of its  
kind in Europe.



The giants
of the web assemble.

Elon Musk speaking  
at Web Summit
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A grand conclave 
of the tech 

industry’s high 
priests, who came 

from all over 
the world.

Bono speaking
at Web Summit
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Our History: 
Unprecedented 
Growth Creating an 
Unparalleled 
Marketplace

In six short years, Web Summit has grown from 
400 attendees to over 50,000 attendees from 
more than 150 countries. 

“No technology 
conference has ever 
grown so large so fast.”

Web Summit has become “Europe’s largest 
and most important technology marketplace”, 
a crossroads for the world’s largest buyers and 
sellers of technology, alongside many of the 
world’s most disruptive emerging technology 
companies.

68%
Senior Management

60,000+
Attendees

650+
Speakers

2,200+
Journalists

160+
Countries

The biggest event of its  
kind in Europe.
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Some previous 
speakers at 
our events

Michael Dell
speaking at Web Summit

Elon Musk, CEO, Tesla & SpaceX

Bono, Musician, U2

Reed Hastings, CEO, Netflix

Michael Dell, CEO, Dell

John Chambers, Executive Chairman, Cisco

Werner Vogels, CTO, Amazon

Mike Schroepfer, CTO, Facebook

Ed Catmull, President, Pixar
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A Pioneering  
Approach:  
Engineering  
Serendipity

Our approach has always been different, and 
that difference has propelled our growth. We’re 
the first software company that  
creates conferences. 

While conference companies typically 
hire experienced event planners, we hire 
computational physicists, applied statisticians, 
AI specialists and engineers of all shapes 
and sizes.

While traditional conference companies fret 
over manually curating networking events, 
workshops and compiling lists of interesting 
leads for exhibitors, we approach the challenge 
from a technical and mathematical point 
of view. We build algorithms that take into 
account who you are and who you might 
benefit from meeting.

In other words, we “engineer serendipity” at 
the scale of 50,000 attendees. It works for the 
CEOs of the largest companies in the world, 
and the CEOs of some of the smallest but most 
exciting emerging companies.

2010 400

1,000

3,903

10,242

42,000

50,000+

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

22,000

One of the 
biggest tech 
conferences in 
the world.
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John Beckett @johnbeckett
Another outstanding #websummit - 3 days 
of genuinely unbeatable opportunity -new 
partnerships, clients and friends-great fun  
@paddycosgrave

Mark Holland @partialmark
I now understand why #WebSummit has 
always been the most talked about tech 
event, met so many incredible people 
this week.

netwod fitness @netwodfitness
Reviewing all the business cards we picked 
up at #websummit What an incredible 
event.
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Our Marketplace: 
Unparalleled Calibre 
and Scale all in 
one Room
Web Summit now attracts the world’s largest 
buyers and sellers of technology. More than 
65% of our attendees are senior decision 
makers, from over 15,000 companies.
 
On the seller side, Web Summit is not just 
about the executive officers of the world’s 
leading technology companies like Facebook, 
Amazon, Google and Cisco all gathering in 
one room. It’s also about a generation of new 
technology companies selling to an ocean 
of 50,000 other potential customers from 
companies small, medium and large from 
across the world.

68%
Senior Management

15,000+
Companies

160+
Countries

It defines the 
ecosystem.
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Previous Speakers

John Chambers
Executive Chairman

Cisco Systems

Mike Schroepfer
CTO

Facebook

Carlos Ghosn
CEO & Chairman
Renault-Nissan

JP Rangaswami
Chief Data Officer

Deutsche Bank

Werner Vogels
CTO

Amazon

Will Lewis
CEO

Dow Jones

Linda Boff
CMO

General Electric

Peggy Johnson
EVP of Business Development

Microsoft

Alan Boehme
CTO

The Coca-Cola Company

Zach Nelson
President & CEO

NetSuite

John Hayes
CMO

American Express

David Goulden
CEO
EMC
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What large companies attend?
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What emerging  
companies attend?

John Collison, Stripe
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Media

Over 2,000 media from more than 100 markets 
will be at Web Summit in Lisbon. It’s not 
just editors from many of the world’s most 
influential publications, but market shaping 
industry reporters from leading technology and 
trade publications and blogs.

Glastonbury 
for Geeks.

The best 
technology 
conferences 
on the 
planet.

One of the 
world's most 
influential 
tech events.

The biggest 
conference 
in the 
startup 
space.

Everywhere 
you go it’s 
buzzing and 
it’s electric.

The giants of 
the web 
assemble. 

Europe's 
largest  
technology  
conference. 

The premier 
event in 
tech.
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Makeitapp @MakeitappEU
#websummit was absolutely fantastic. A 
big thanks to everyone we met during this 
days!

Haute So Fabulous @HauteSoFabulous
And that's a wrap on 3 amazing days  
surrounded by inspiration, ideas &  
essentially living in the future #websummit

Shopdrobe App @Shopdrobe
It's over now! We love #websummit too! 
Thank you for amazing atmosphere, fresh 
ideas and outstanding…
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Contact
partners@websummit.net


